-SINDS 2012-

RESTAURANT
VOOR IEDEREEN

- WHITE WINE IBiCESAUVIGNONBLANC/VERDEJO
SPAIN

GLASS BOTTLE
4.25 19.95

- RED WINE LAPLUMECABERNETSAUVIGNON
FRANCE

GLASS BOTTLE
4.25 19.95

- ROSE WINE CHemindelaPinederosé
FranCE/Languedoc

GLASS BOTTLE
4.35 19.50

The wine has a blend of aromatic impressions
of pineapple, white berries and a hint of green
herbs.

Characteristic aromas of black fruit with notes
of black pepper in the nose. Soft, yet powerful,
fruity taste with a subtle presence of wood.

Beautiful light color. This rosé is made from
Cinsault and Grenache and has a smooth and
fruity taste with a fresh aftertaste.

SOLANDERPINOTGRIgiO
ITALY

TenuteTomasellaMerlot
Italie/Friuli

5.25 25.50

CRoséCuvéePrestigeDomainedesFéraud 6.50 28.50
CôtesdeProvence-AOP

Nice soft Merlot with a scent of fruit and spices.
Full taste wine with notes of cherry and plum.
Well balanced and a long finish.

This premium organic rosé from Domaine
Féraud is composed of several grape varieties
of which only the best grapes are selected every
year. It is an expressive and delicate wine in
which the terroir is expressed. Due to its beautiful, full taste, it is the perfect accompaniment to
various dishes.

4.95 25.50

Light yellow wine with notes of pear, peach and
a good acid balance with a nice aftertaste.

ELYSEEVIOGNIER
FRANCE

5.50 27.50

A delicious aromatic wine with the softly
intoxicating scent of tropical fruit and flowers.

PETER&PETERRIESLING
GERMANY

5.50 27.50

A bright pale yellow Riesling with fruity and
fresh notes of peach, apple and apricot.

VILLABLANCHECHARDONNAY
FRANCE

6.00 30.00

Elegant Chardonnay with intense fragrance
of ripe tropical fruit and tropical fruits such as
mango and banana. The taste is full, creamy
and nuances of vanilla aftertaste that is soft and
fresh.

SALENTEINSAUVIGNONBLANC
ARGENTINA

6.50 32.50

A beautiful pale yellow wine with intense aromas of ripe pear, white peach, lemon and green
herbs. Tastes full and juicy and has a long final.

WenteMorningFogChardonnay
CALIFORNIA

7.25 36.50

CarmenereCollection
CHILI

5.50 27.50

The wine has a lovely sultry scent of ripe plums,
coffee, chocolate and a light pepperiness.

LEALTANZATINTORIOJA
SPAIN

6.50 30.00

A soft wine with notes of berries, plum, spiciness
and light vanilla. Made from Carbanet
Sauvignon (80%) and Garnacha (20%).

SalentEINMalbec
ARGENTINA

6.50 32.50

Meanwhile, well-known wine from the Mendoza
region. The wine is deep violet in color and
combines aromas of black fruit, red berries and
chocolate.

COTESDUROUSSILLON
FRANCE

6.50 32.50

A sturdy South-French wine made from 120-yearold vines from Grenache and Carignan supplemented with juice from the young Syrah sticks. A
lot of wine, rustic fruit, spices and casis.

Enjoy the golden yellow color and the aromas
of red apple, vanilla and nicely integrated wood
keys, as well as the citrus and tropical fruit.
On the palate a hint of apple, toasted bread,
butter and subtle wood.
This Chardonnay is mouth filling with a halflong, refreshing aftertaste.

CantineDiOraAmicone
Italie

ChemillyChablis
FRANCE

The little brother of the Amarone or “baby
Amarone”. A complex taste and long yet fresh
aftertaste with an intense aroma of dark fruit.

8.50 42.50

This Chablis have the scent of crisp apple and
fresh citrus in the nose, the taste of fresh fruit in
the mouth and a full after taste.

6.50 32.50

Opens with a sultry and powerful nose with
cherry seeds, currants, raisins, figs and plums. A
mouthful of wine with rich flavor.

RIPASSADELLAVALPOLICELLA
ITALY

8.50 42.50

- Sparkling WINE GaldaCavaBrut

GLASS BOTTLE
6.95 31.50

A Cava with a fine elegant mousse with notes
of citrus, apples, nuts and almonds in the scent.
Fresh and fruity taste with an explosion of citrus
z
and lime in combination with a fine mousse.

CHAMPAGNEPOMMERYBRUT

ROYAL59.50

Slightly pale yellow in color with a green sheen.
Fresh scent with a bit of bread, floral and delicious fruit of light ripe red fruit. Fine mousse in
the beginning with a lot of finesse and elegance,
further pleasant fruit, smooth with a fresh aftertaste that does not get bored.

Pommeryroséchampagne		 65.00

